
Paper Bridge -Tips 
Research 
Research truss designs and truss structures.  Take the time to practice building trusses with the materials 

that are available to purchase at the Engineering Olympics and keep track of how many of each material you 

use to form your structure. 

Figure 1 | Truss Design 

Assign Roles 
Assign roles for each member of your team, such as one person forming crossties, and two people taping 

members together.  Four people working together is better than four people working separately.  Many of 

you will find it impossible to tape several pieces of paper together without an extra pair of hands and good 

teamwork. 

 

Figure 2 | Team Effort 

Time-management 
Keep track of time and fill out the materials requisition form.  It is easy to get carried away in this event by 

rolling, folding, and twisting paper.  Time will go by fast and before you know it, you will not have the time to 

properly bind your structure together with tape if you lose focus.  It will be a big mistake not to fill out the 

requisition form because you will have time lost and material prices may rise at the start of the event. 



 

Figure 3 | Requisition Form Location 

Do Not Panic 
Stay calm and pay attention to detail.  Make sure your crossties are as level as possible.  This will ensure that 

each crosstie is doing its best in resisting breakage as each member is doing work.  Just imagine a person 

crowd-surfing and everyone’s arms and hands helping each other distribute the weight. 

 

Figure 4| Bridge Design 

Stay Open-Minded 
Being able to hold the most weight earns you the most points, but you can also earn a considerable amount 

of points by building the longest bridge, widest bridge, and saving the most credits.  Wide bridges allow for a 

higher flow, long bridges allow you to connect wide gaps, strong bridges allow for more weight, and who 

does not like saving credits? And If this was the real world, money for your clients and bonuses for everyone! 

 

Figure 5 | Motivational Ruler 


